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Abstract: Due to the emergence of smart handheld devices, the portable storage market environment is rapidly changing.
With the proliferation of these removable media devices there are many problems where personal identifiable information
data and corporate confidential affairs are leaked to the public in case of loss, theft, or capture of the portable device.
Various kinds of authentication solutions are developed to protect the confidential information against unauthorized access.
But after some research, we found that these solutions which were developed to mitigate these threats; have some serious
problems as some of them have insecure environment The main objective of this paper is to present the design of an
efficient, real-time system to a secure digital flash memory card via hardware. Accordingly, this paper presents a secure
user authentication scheme to bypass authentication; enabling the user to block unauthorized access to an entire SD card by
establishing a required user authentication for read/write access. To protect the contents from piracy or misuse we provide
an application that will encrypt and decrypt the content according to our encryption scheme. Hardware and software
security measures implemented in the system defeats any attempts of unauthorized access and maintains ultimate control to
protect data and prevent theft. Considering the pitfalls ofexisting security hardware modules we have proposed easy- steps
solution which is suitable for most Oss.
Keywords: SD storage media, information storage, system programming, Encryption & Decryption, Data security,
protection, access controls, informationflow, confidentiality, flash memory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Use of portable media cards has increased for data transfer and
needs protection from unauthorized access and thus the security
requirements for such memory devices has become critical. A
secure solution that provides more security and user
convenience is needed to avoid direct data loss or
compromising the security of that data.The secure data not only
requires protection during data transfer but also while handling
the data at the end user devices. Vulnerability at the end user
device, like easy access to the secret keys that are used to
encrypt or decrypt the data, can easily turn down the entire
security measure. Thus an embedded device must implement
methods or protocols for secure data transfer and also should
implement security methods to defeat attempts of unauthorized
access of secure data from the device [1,2].
To prevent such incidents, a secure SD card solution that
provides access of only authorized users to a secured area has
been released. Accordingly, this paper presents a secure user
authentication method in which it is hard to bypass
authentication even after guessing passwords and enables the
user to block unauthorized access to an entire SD card by
establishing a required password authentication for read/write
access. An important and popular methodology for enforcing
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information security is encryption, which is itself an element of
cryptography [5]. Only data encryption may not be an explicit
solution to information security problems. Hence hardware and
software security measures are implemented in the system to
defeat any attempts of unauthorized access to confidential data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 analyzes existing methods. Section 3 shows security
requirements of a security solution for portable storage. Section
4 suggests a secure solution that provides security and user
convenience. Section 5 presents conclusions and future
enhancement.

II. BACKGROUND OVERVIEW
This section reviews existing methods such as a secure area,
user authentication methods for portable storage and their
shortcomings. [2,3,4].

A. Secure Area
The security technology for portable data storage media can be
largely divided into hardware and software methods.

1.Hardware method: Only once the user authentication is
successful, flash memory can be powered, as a security chip
exists between the SD port and memory. The security chip
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provides stronger security using encryption and decryption
functions. However, there are vulnerabilities whereby flash
memory in the SD memory can be separated and it is possible
to bypass authentication to access plain text.

B. Authentication

2. Software method: Security programs stored in the virtual

C. Access Control

CD area provided in a secure USB are performed in the USB or
performed in the computer using the secure USB by
downloading security programs from the manufacturer’s web
page. Most security USBs use this method. This method has
risks, because malicious third party softwares can easily
damage security area information.

B. User authentication
The two primary user authentication methods use biometric
information or a password.

1. User authentication using biometric information: A
method in which the portable data storage media is equipped
with a fingerprint reader can be generally used for
authentication. The biometric reader extracts biometric
information and stores it in the memory. A subsequent user is
authenticated by comparing the input biometric information
characteristics to the users. However, a single biometric reader
can read only solitary biometric information, such as a
fingerprint. The False Acceptance Rate (FAR) measures the
probability of which a malicious user is considered to be an
authentic user. The users can bypass the authentication process
and directly access to the memory. Hence this method fails to
provide secure user authentication.

2. User authentication using passwords: A preset
password is compared to an entered password for user
authentication. The value of the user authentication, which is to
be compared to the password that the user enters, is stored as a
plain text password in the secure memory, hence the password
can be exposed causing the vulnerabilities and the user
authentication password can be acquired through attacks.

III SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

Only a legitimate user should be allowed to access the secure
area of SD memory. User authentication bypass should be
impossible.

Unauthorized entity attempts to access must be preblocked by
clearly distinguishing the authorization to read or change
information resources in the secure region of SD memory.

D. Efficiency
Service implementation should be facilitated. The
implementation cost should be considered for cost
effectiveness.
The Aim of this work is to develop a system which will
maintain security of the data meeting the above security
requirements and to maintain ultimate control to protect data
and prevent theft. Achieving a cost effective yet foolproof
method to protect the secure data within the device will be a
boon to the owner of the contents that needs security.

IV THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The system is designed to provide a secure authentication such
that the Hardware and software security measures implemented
in the system defeats any attempts of unauthorized access to
retrieve the data and to maintain ultimate control to protect data
and prevent theft, by taking care of design metrics as well. For
our purposes, an implementation consists of a software,
processor with an accompanying program, a connection of
processor, or some combination thereof. The system is divided
into two units viz. Hardware & Software as shown below (see
Figure 1) .

A. Block Diagram
USB To TTL
CP2102

PC

Enduring personal information may include name, social
security number, code or a character. Such sensitive
information must be protected. Personal information may be
easily leaked when portable storage, such as SD memory, if lost
and stolen. A secure solution for portable storage must meet the
following security requirements [3,4,6].

Power
Supply

Controller

LCD

SD Card

Fig. 1 Block Diagram Representation

A. Confidentiality
Only a legitimate entity should verify the communication data
between PC and SD memory. An attacker must be prevented
from learning the nature of the data.
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Power supply unit will supply the various voltage requirements
of each unit. This unit consists of transformer, rectifier, filter
and a voltage regulator. Microcontroller is actually responsible
for all the processes being executed. It will monitor & control
all the peripheral devices or components connected in the
system. The complete intelligence of the project resides in the
software code embedded in the Microcontroller. USB To TTL
CP2102 is serial converter, connects MCU easily to the
computer. This is stable and reliable chipset. It handles
handshaking and interfacing signals. The normalSD/ MMC
(Data Storage) card is used to store the data. This unit works on
SPI (Standard Peripheral Interface) protocol for its
communication. It will be interfaced with microcontroller using
4 wire interface. This unit will provide huge amount of nonvolatile memory the embedded system.Generalized flow chart
of an algorithm is shown here (see Chart 1).The proposed
system operates under a different premise. Data must be
rendered unreadable if the storage devices are removed from
the systems for which they were intended. In the system, the
host must maintain ultimate control over security algorithms to
protect data. Considering the deployment of various encryption
algorithms, this developed algorithm can be as simple as
ensuring that the correct storage product is in the host, or as
intricate as tying the software and application data directly to
the storage device. User will insert the card and will enter two
passwords; storing password and encryption password. From
our research it has been found that some systems are restricted
to the messages/ files stored in their databases. But in our
system the user can select any file to be stored or just type the
desired message on the screen. From storing password base
address is calculated. By Ex-oring the encryption password
with message/ file contents; the plain text will be converted into
encrypted text (see Chart 2). We can allow each letter of the
alphabet to shift independently by defining shift values in the
function. This encrypted data will be sent to the hardware
which will store the information in the Standard Capacity
Memory SD card. Hence the data is secured and no one will be
able to retrieve it without the same hardware & software
combination along with the passwords. In addition to this the
information or file will not be visible by any operating system
or card reader, so the erasure or modification of the data is
prevented. The basic transfer scheme used here is a
communication used by the application that carry out the
device’s purpose which occurs when the host exchanges
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Chart 1 : Generalized Flow Chart

Stop

the data that performs the function the device is designed
for.
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V CONCLUSIONS
Calculate Base Address
Calculate Total No Of Segment Blocks
Encrypt The Bytes

Load Segments In An Array
Store The Encrypted Bytes In The SD Card

IF EOF/EOL

The objective of this work is to prevent a malicious third party
leaking personal information when portable storage such as SD
card is robbed or lost. This proposed method can overcome the
existing method’s weakness. The method meets the security
requirements in section 3. A login GUI is designed to prevent
unauthorized user from invading. Security Levels are increased.
The values of parameters are set by user, which means that the
passwords are only known by the user himself. Most
importantly; it is hard to bypass authentication even after
guessing passwords. The proposed easy- steps solution is
suitable for most Oss. Future improvements can be done in
following mentioned ways.
•
Instead of SD Card USB can be used,
•
Any type of files can be stored,
•
Large file support can be integrated,
•
Data transfer rate can be increased.

Stop
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